
Build A Personal Brand: How 
to Start and Maintain a Blog

The good, the bad, and the ugly of tech blogging



About Me

20 years in after completing my double major in French

Storage, data protection and virtualisation technologies for over 15 
years in government departments, systems integrators, and service 
providers

Product Manager at Telstra responsible for cloud storage and data 
protection. Also a VMUG leader.



Brand?

Isn’t that something big companies have to worry about?

The Dictionary of Brand defines brand as “a person’s perception of a 
product, service, experience, or organization.”

Your online presence is part of your “brand” - it’s what people who 
don’t know you will judge you by.



My Blog
• Started PenguinPunk.net in 2007 as 

a way to keep searchable notes

• Written over 775 articles, and had 
over 500K visitors

• Mix of instructional articles, 
product announcements, and 
opinionalysis



Why Blog?

Share your voice – and help 
others

Other benefits? See the world 
(or at least Sydney and the US 
West Coast)



Getting Started

Check with your employer, particularly if you’re writing about stuff 
from your day job

Think of a cool name. It can be a little generic. 



Tools of the Trade

I use Wordpress, and a variety of plugins including:
• Akismet Anti-Spam
• Classic Editor
• GDPR Cookie Consent
• Jetpack
•Wordfence Security.

RSS is still a thing, make sure your RSS feed works

There is different to They’re is different to Their



Hosting

Free services from Wordpress or Blogger

Host your own

Third-party (Medium, LinkedIn, etc)



What to Do

Write about things that are interesting to you
Your articles should have a beginning, middle, and an end
Put dates on your articles
Write things as they come up – don’t be afraid of drafts
Give credit where it’s due
Keep your “About” page up to date
Try and use a simple theme
Be transparent



What Not to Do 

If you can’t say nice things, don’t say anything
Don’t name names
Don’t steal other people’s posts
Anonymise your screenshots
Don’t stress about statistics
Don’t worry about “optimal” publishing times



Alternatives to Blogging

This is great, but why not start a podcast / YouTube channel / etc?



Other Things

Technical Support – Some people will treat you like a free support line
Public Relations and Vendor Marketing – Time zones can be hard. Just 
because someone briefed you doesn’t mean you need to write about 
them
Junkets and Trinkets – Declare everything
Advertising – You want to run ads? Run ads
Keep It Regular
Writer’s Block



Conclusion

Your brand can have a big impact on your career

Blogging can be hard work, but the reward in terms of growing your 
brand can be great

It’s also an excellent opportunity to get your voice heard and help other 
people in the community



Contact / Questions?

@penguinpunk

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dfrith

https://www.penguinpunk.net/blog


